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Introduction
When we say consider or regard in conversation, we either do or do not employ as.
Both consider and regard, require as in some situations. However, today, the frequency of
using as is disappearing. In other words, as is not used in certain situations. Why does
the change occur?  Some examples of this pattern are demonstrated by the examples of
variations represented below:
(1) a. She considered him a friend.
b. She considered him as a friend.
(2) a. I regard it a great honor to be here.
b. I regard it as a great honor to be here.
The verbs, consider and regard similarly use as. That is, both consider and regard, as
suggested in sentences (1) and (2), need a direct object and second complement at times.
And as mentioned above, the usage of as is decreasing in present day patterns. But at
first, there should be some reasons that can explain how to distinguish sentences which
use or omit as in our consider or regard conversation patterns. Rohdenburg Günter says
in his article, “…more explicit grammatical alternatives tend to be preferred in
cognitively more complex environments (Rohdenburg 1996: 149)”. From this point of
view, we can hypothesize that since the use or lack of use of as follows this pattern, the
more explicit marker, as, is preferred more in complicated situations. Therefore, we keep
using as even though it is disappearing. As, playing the role of explicit marker, may allow
us to produce more appropriate expressions and be kept using.
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In this paper, to identify reasons for this, I explore circumstances of usage when we
use as in consider and regard sentences. In particular, I would like to focus on the
following questions.
1. Does the length of the secondary predicate play a role? 
2. Is there a difference between active and passive? 
3. When is as most acceptable? 
4. An inquiry concerning the use of as from educational materials
Getting to the root of those questions will give a better idea of what is happening in as
sentences. In section 4, to illustrate the differences of using as between consider and
regard, the variant of as between them is concerned with Japanese English educational
materials, such as textbooks and dictionaries. And mainly this paper is proceeded
referring to Rohdenburg Günter’s article. I also use total 400 corpus data (200 data for
each verb) selected at random from the corpus library. The samples in the corpus data
were analyzed to look at consider and regard patterns which have the object first and
predicate second. Using those materials facilitated developing my hypotheses, and
exploring the questions posed above.
1. Does the length of the secondary predicate play a role?
When we use as in consider and regard sentences, we should be able to distinguish
those usage options clearly. In other words, when one is more appropriate in a given
situation, there should be a difference in those sentences. On this point, by using the
idea of Hawkins, we can say that the choosing from the involved variants is mainly
conditioned by the syntactic weight of the object (Hawkins, 1992). In addition,
Rohdenburg implies in his article that, “So we shall have to keep an open mind as to
what may constitute an overt manifestation of cognitive complexity. Moreover, it ought
to be stressed that simply counting the number of words of a given phrase can be an
important approach to assessing the processing complexity (Rohdenburg 1996: 151)”.
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Here, he puts forward an important view that the approach of counting words of a
phrase is one key to understanding the differences between sentences. And normally,
transitive verbs such as go, eat, catch, require one direct object. However, consider and
regard, tend to have the object first and predicate second like when using make and let.
In some of those patterns, consider and regard might have the marker as. Hence, in this
and the following sections, the usage of as is analyzed by using the approach of counting
syntactic weight to assess the competence of using as, especially in the role of this
secondary predicate.
First, a comparison of the average number of words for each predicate in both
verbs is arranged in table 1. 
In all phrases, the length of the second predicate has clearly a higher average than
the weight of the first predicate does. Those figures show the second predicate cases have
almost two times the number of words compared to first predicate use. Accordingly, it
can be said that if the size of the second predicate is twice as long as the first predicate in
a pattern, that sentence would usually tend to be long and complicated. To avoid errors
in a cognitive situation, we use as to make the sentence easier, clearer and more
understandable. We tend to have a longer second length if we use as. It can be
mentioned here that we often use as or omit it in the sentence unconsciously. But the
fact is that the average number of words in the second predicate in sentences having as is
higher than in sentences without as. This would mean that a sentence presenter pays
attention to the receiver, who clearly needs to read what the speaker wants to say.
Consequently, we can say that the size of the second predicate has an important role as
to whether as is used in regard and consider sentences because it has an impact on
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first predicate second predicate
without as 2.3 4.2
with as 3 6.8
regard without as 1.8 2.8
with as 2.3 5.5
Table 1  The Average Number of Words for Each Predicate
increasing clarity.
In conclusion, for both regard and consider sentences, the length of the secondary
predicate seems to influence whether we prefer to use as or not. We prefer as when we
speak using a long, complicated secondary predicate which has about twice number of
words than the first predicate. The role of as evidently makes the complicated expression
easier and more recognizable. To support this, Rohdenburg, when he explains that as a
subordinator in his article, says, “The longer the objects become the more likely they are
to require an explicit subordinator (Rohdenburg 1996: 162)”. We can say that as a
subordinator in his article and as has the same role. Because we use as to make the
sentence clearer, we can claim that when a sentence presenter puts importance on the
receiver understanding, the complexity added to make the sentence clearer, requires as.
That is to say, the most important factor determining the distribution of the competing
forms has to be seen in reference to the size of the phrase, in particular, the length of the
second predicate has a role in the usage of as in both verbs’ sentences.
2. Is there a difference between active and passive?
In the previous section, it was shown that the weight of phrase, the length of the
secondary predicate is an important aspect when using as. The usage of as is also to
recognize and to understand the sentence more easily and to increase clarity. However, if
the direct object were eliminated from the original sentence and the sentence became
clearer, what becomes of the usage of as in its passive sentence? Here, the difference of
using as in active and passive sentences is analyzed.
In the passive sentence, the first predicate is moved to the front of that sentence.
Does this movement effect whether one uses as or not? Table 2 shows the appearance of
a proper noun and a pronoun, the average length of the first predicate and the frequency
of as in both active and passive consider and regard sentences.
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We can see a difference that the size of first predicate in the passive sentence is
greater than in the active one in both verb patterns. From this table, we can get to see
the tendency that the direct object in passive sentences is longer than in the active ones.
When the direct object is longer in the active sentence, the first object is moved to front
or subject position and the passive sentence occurs. Therefore, in the original predicate
phrase, there is simply the second predicate. From these perspectives, we can recognize
the sentences easily. Because of this, as is not used in the passive sentence. We can verify
this by seeing the frequency of as in both verb patterns of table 2, especially, in the use
of consider. However, since there is not a big difference between using as in the active
and passive, we need to consider why the usage of as here has almost the same frequency.
Rohdenburg gives us a key element to reach the solution to this question. When he
explored that as a subordinator in the sentence with tell, he concluded, “…with active
uses of told the separation of the two complements by some intervening material has
regularly led to the choice of the more explicit option (Rohdenburg 1996: 162)”. If this
concept is applied to the case of as, we can hypothesize that as is used when intervening
things appear in the first predicate or second predicate even if the sentence is passive.
Accordingly, the intervening material, the insertion, is focused on here. In table 3, the
frequencies with the insertion in sentences using both verbs are shown.
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Sentence PN or N
active 110 53
passive 90 28
regard active 134 60
passive 66 33
Table 2  The Frequency of PN or N, the Length of the First Predicate in Active and 
Passive Sentences, and the Frequency of as in Active and Passive Sentences
Length of 
first predicate
2
2.9
2.2
2.5
as
15
8
131
64
Frequency of as
14%
9%
98%
97%
As implied before, the frequency of as in consider and regard sentences is almost the same
percentage in active and passive sentence patterns. However, from table 3, we can see a
difference between active and passive with the appearance of intervening material. The
frequency of the insertion in the passive is higher than in the active. Consequently, we
can claim that first, the passive sentence is simplified by moving the direct object. Next,
since the insertion comes into the passive sentence many times, the sentence gets
complicated. This leads more as usage in the passive sentences to aid in achieving better
understanding. That is to say, as is frequently used in the passive sentence.
Therefore, in the passive consider and regard sentences, owing to the moving of the
first predicate, we have a longer direct object than in active sentences. That movement
makes the sentence clearer. And this causes a decrease in the frequency of as when using
the passive rather than in the active. However, the passive more frequently requires an
insertion than the active does. To get more explicit meaning for the sentence, as is added
in the passive sentence. Consequently, this leads to the results that the frequency of as
usage between active and passive sentences is so close. And we can support this point by
Rohdenburg’s idea, “…the more complex passive tends to preserve the more explicit
prepositional option much better than the active (Rohdenburg 1996: 169)”. Therefore,
we can conclude that between active and passive, as is used with almost the same
frequency, even though there is the change that the first predicate is moved into front
part of the sentence.
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Sentence Insertion
active 110 1
passive 90 7
regard active 134 3
passive 66 15
Table 3  The Comparison of Insertions in Active and Passive Patterns
as
15
8
131
64
% of insertion
1%
8%
2%
23%
3. When is as most acceptable?
As explained before, as use is affected by the length of the second predicate, passive
or active sentence patterns, and the insertion. As is shown to be useful in making a
complicated sentence more understandable. However, are there other factors involved
when we need as?  Table 1 is shown here again.
This graph shows the comparison of the average number of words for the first object
and second predicate. Though the average number in the second predicate is seen in
section 1, both first and second predicates are focused on here. In sentences with
consider or regard, the average size of the first and second predicate in a sentence with as
is bigger than in the sentences without as. Not only does the length of the second
predicate but also the weight of the first predicate seem to have a role when using as. But
it appears to have another role related to its length. That is to say, the longer both are,
more complex the sentence would be. Therefore, to make the sentence clear, using as is
preferred.
If we think people prefer using as to make the sentence clearer for the receiver, this
work can be said make the form seem more polite and formal. As for this view, when
Rohdenburg discusses needing an infinitive marker to or not in a sentence, such as in a
help sentence, he points out, “…there is a tendency for more explicit variants to be
treated as more formal than less explicit ones (Rohdenburg 1996: 152).” And he states
in his conclusion that, “…the more explicit option is generally more formal than its less
explicit counterpart (Rohdenburg 1996: 173)”. In other words, he says that because the
clearer sentence with the infinitive to emphasizes the understanding of the listener or
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first predicate second predicate
without as 2.3 4.2
with as 3 6.8
regard without as 1.8 2.8
with as 2.3 5.5
Table 1  The Average Number of Words for Each Predicate
reader, it is more formal than the other patterns which are hard to understand. This
seems to be true in the cases with or without as. Therefore, we can explain the
importance of an explicit marker like as to the infinitive marker like to. In a formal
situation, it is required to say clearly what we want to convey using an obvious marker.
Consequently, the process of using as helps the burden of the understanding to be
reduced to a minimum. Like section 2 and 3, as, which has a function of making the
sentence clearer, is preferred in complex situations. In addition, those functions can lead
to more formality. So using the explicit marker as can support understanding and it puts
the focus on the receiver, listener, or reader in the same way the infinitive to does.
4. An inquiry concerning the use of as from educational materials
We have looked at the tendencies of using as from several views, such as the length
of second predicate, and the comparison of active and passive sentences. However, as
usage can be troublesome for non- English speakers. In my case, I am Japanese. When I
was a high school student in Japan, we were taught how to use consider and regard in
our English grammar course. The teacher told us that though consider doesn’t have as
sometimes, consider and regard should use the proposition as. Since we, as students had
no other context to know the language, we just had to memorize the rules given. In fact,
one Japanese standard grammar textbook, named FOREST, also hardly mentions how
to use as in consider and regard sentences. But, as mentioned in this essay, there are
differences of usage of as between consider and regard sentences. Accordingly, here, I
would like to show as usage or omission referring to the explanation of each verb’s
meaning from Japanese materials, such as dictionaries, and a textbook, comparing with
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary. I would like to do this from the point of view
presented in this paper.
The Japanese most popular English-Japanese dictionary, called GENIUS, explains
consider and regard as shown below.
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CONSIDER
1. To think deeply (GENIUS, s.v. consider 1)
2. To regard, To interpret. Normally, this type of consider is used in the order as
consider SVOC , consider O (to be). And we use this when we describe something
we experienced directly. This includes subjective expression. Nowadays, not to use as
in consider, like as in regard, which is only an analogical meaning, is becoming
standard. However, the passive sentence often uses as. (GENIUS, s.v. consider 2)
And the other explanations of consider continue. On the other hand, how is regard
explained?
REGARD
1. (From looks, appearance) To think of -as, To look on or upon -as, To feel, To
evaluate. The omitting of the analogical as like consider do and using to be, to do and
that are impossible. (GENIUS, s.v. regard 1)
We can see the different meanings between consider and regard. By considering this idea,
we can say that when a sentence presenter uses consider, he has confidence, or thinks
about something decisively or definitely. On the other hand, regard has the sense of
analogy; the speaker has unclear, ambiguous feelings when using it. As this point, the
Oxford English Dictionary also mentions as follows.
CONSIDER
1. To think about sth carefully, especially in order to make a decision (Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary 7th Edition, s.v. consider 1) 
2. ~sb/sth (as) to think of sb/sth in a particular way (Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary 7th Edition, s.v. consider 2) 
REGARD
1. ~sb/sth (with sth) ~sth as sth to think about sb/sth in a particular way (Oxford
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, s.v. regard 1) 
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Accordingly, it can be concluded that originally, consider has a stronger feeling than
regard. And if consider is used like the meaning of regard, to give it an analogous
meaning in the sentence, so consider needs as. We use as in these types of consider
sentences because regard has this meaning and it is easy for as to appear. These verbs,
consider and regard show similarity concerning the usage of as on this point.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we distinguished the use or omission of as in consider or regard
sentences. In the case where we use as, we found that it is used for making the sentence
clearer, smoother, simpler or giving analogical meaning as in the case of regard. If the
direct object and second predicate are long, as usage tends to be acceptable.
Additionally, long complex second predicates often require as like the data reveals. In
particular, when the number of words in the second predicate is twice that of the first
predicate, we prefer as. Another discovery is that the passive consider and regard
sentences also use as frequently. The reason is that even though those sentences are
simplified by the movement of first predicate, there is much insertion possibly leading to
reduced clarity leading to the usage of as. Owing to this, as appears to help us
comprehend the sentence and the frequency of as is similar in this case between active
and passive sentences. Here again, we can think using as is a method of making
something clearer. With regard to those points, we can claim that a presenter such as
speaker or writer, considers the view of the receiver like the reader or listener. In essence
it also relates to the functions of politeness and formality.
On the other hand, as does not occur in some environment. Because the original
meaning of consider is decisive and definitive, those using consider seem not to use as in
analogical sentences. We also seem to prefer omitting as when we convey our feelings
subjectively. However, when we use consider in a meaning similar to regard, as becomes
preferable to show analogical meaning. Decreasing as in these days may imply a
separation in the original meanings of consider and regard.
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